Call for stand-ups
Be a part of the Erasmus Initiative: Dynamics of Inclusive Prosperity

A free opportunity to present your research
Erasmus University Rotterdam and the World Economic Forum are looking for young academics to present their research at the conference Dynamics of Inclusive Prosperity (Do IP!). The conference explores leadership that is aimed at long-term benefits and making sure future generations are able to enjoy prosperous lives. Leading thinkers from the worlds of business, government, NGOs and academia are connected and will appear in front of an international audience, including representatives of the International Business Council, the European Round Table of Industrialists, and the Dutch Sustainable Growth Coalition.

You can be a part of the first day of the conference on the 29th of November in the Rotterdam Hilton hotel. We are offering a free opportunity for young academics to take part in our conference with a poster, multimedia presentation or display. Bring your research to Do IP! and expand your network. Establish connections with others working on leadership and sustainable management, and bring your possible findings to wider attention. An award will be granted to “The Most Promising Research Project”. This award comes with an amount of €12,500*.

Benefits
- Get a partitioned stand in the lobby were guests circulate during registration, breaks and reception. You may keep the roll-up banner we make for you.
- A free chance to pitch your research to leaders from business, government, NGO and academia.
- A chance to win the award “Most Promising Research Project”. A good opportunity to get even more attention and earn €12,500*.

The Conference
The Erasmus Initiative on the Dynamics of Inclusive Prosperity aims at advancing knowledge on how to foster prosperity without causing social and political exclusion, environmental degradation and social, political and ethnic conflict. To foster multidisciplinary research in this area, we are organizing a Conference on the Dynamics of Inclusive Prosperity.

This Conference aims at exploring how socio-economic and legal institutions shape (financial) markets and the conduct of corporations, and in particular how they stir inclusive prosperity (or fail to do so). Markets are governed through a complex web of domestic and international legal regimes, including transnational private regulation, corporate social responsibility (CSR), hybrid regulatory regimes, international trade and investment agreements, and environmental and human rights laws. Financial markets are considered by some as crucial to development and by others as the culprit of much inequality. Clearly, financial markets matter for inclusive prosperity. As of today, it is not clear in what ways financial markets foster inclusive prosperity and how they may hinder it. In spite of the multiple and intersecting legal institutions of transnational and international governance, the challenges to achieve inclusive prosperity are still daunting.

Who are we looking for?
We are keen to hear from young researchers who focus at themes that contribute to inclusive prosperity. The UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) provide a useful framework, but the Do IP! conference is not limited to these. We invite research from various disciplines (law, corporate governance, business, sociology of law, criminology, financial economics, philosophy of economics, sociology of finance, business ethics etc.).

Want to join in?
Send your project description/abstract to Remi van der Leer via inclusiveprosperity@eur.nl. Our participation committee will allocate one of the 10 to 15 available display spaces according to this information. The deadline for submissions is Friday, October 19th.

*The prize could be altered depending on the sponsor revenue.